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Michael Moshan may be best known for his work on Rock the SAT, a study guide and CD that incorporates 13 original rock songs
with the critical vocabulary words students need to know to succeed on the SAT. The songs are not gimmicks; they are real
alternative rock songs that incorporate the vocabulary into real rock lyrics. He co-executive produced and co-wrote the songs with
David Mendelsohn, which was released in 2006 and subsequently rose to number two on Amazon's charts, after Moshan,
Mendelsohn and the companion book's author, Michael Shapiro, were featured on National Public Radio's Weekend Edition. Rock
the SAT received national attention and became a beloved teaching tool by middle schools and high schools English teachers
across the country. The second volume of Michael Moshan and David Mendelsohn's Rock the SAT music was released in 2015,
entitled Rock the SAT, Volume 2, which added six more SAT vocabulary packed tunes to the lexicon.
Michael Moshan is leading the sales effort for Haven Tusk Title Agency, a new start-up company in the New York area, that
combines expert title insurance services with a philanthropic bent -- raising funds and awareness for saving wildlife in Africa.
Outside of his creative and work endeavors, Mr. Moshan is a dedicated athlete. He presides over an advanced tennis ladder of 80
players in Brooklyn's Williamsburg and Greenpoint. He also coaches for the GWYSL youth soccer league, of which his son Nate is a
player.
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